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prepared to assume faculty positions at research universities or leadership 
positions in state and local education agencies, policy organizations, or the 
federal government. This program was revised in 2015 to attract full-time 
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The Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) degree in Special Education prepares researchers, 
teacher educators, and leaders who will advance the education of children and adults 
with disabilities. The program curriculum requires a minimum of 60 post-masterôs 
credits. All required doctoral coursework and credits and advancement to candidacy 
must be completed within 5 years after acceptance into the doctoral program. 

 
Required Coursework 

 
Special Education Coursework: Five courses are required in special education 
content that address issues and trends, policies, current research and practice, theory 
and technological advancements associated with the education of individual disabilities. 
Doctoral candidates build their knowledge and skills associated with research (e.g., 
theory and design), teaching at the college level, and leadership (e.g., policy, 
instruction, and research to practice). 
Take 4 Core EDSP courses :  
EDSP860 Apprenticeship in Special Education: Doctoral Research Seminar 
 EDSP875 Legal and Policy Foundations for Individuals with Disabilities  
EDSP872 Theory and Empirical Design in Educational Research 
EDSP850 Intervention Research in Language and Literacy  

 

Research Methodology and Design Coursework: Doctoral candidates take 5 
courses to become familiar with a variety of research methods and design. 

 

EDMS645 Quantitative Research Methods I (only required for those students 
who did not complete an intro statistics course prior to enrolling in the doctoral 
program)  
EDMS646 General Linear Models I 
EDSP870 Single Case Research Designs in Education    
EDSP 871 Qualitative Methods in Special Education OR TLPL 791 Qualitative 

Research I: Design and Fieldwork (requires instructor permission) 
Choose 1-2: Intermediate Qualitative or Quantitative Methods Course(s: 
¶ CHSE 675 Meta-
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¶ EDMS 655 Introduction to Multilevel Modeling 

¶ EDMS 657 Exploratory Latent and Composite Variable Methods 

¶ EDMS 722 Structural Modeling 

¶ EDMS 724 Modern Measurement Theory 

¶ TLPL 790 Mixed Methods Research in Education  

¶ TLPL 792 Qualitative Research II: Analysis and Interpretation of Data 

¶ Other [Determine with Advisor as other qualitative courses in CHSE may be 
available and equally appropriate to the studentôs needs and interests] 

 

3-5 Electives: Select a minimum of three additional courses approved with 
advisor. Doctoral students will identify a sequence of courses and experiences to 
advance their knowledge and experience in an area of specialization. This may include 
additional supervised teaching experience (EDSP 888 credits), additional research 
(EDSP 898 credits) or CHSE courses such as CHSE 685 Grant Writing in Education 
and Social Sciences.  

 
Note: 

Supervised College Teaching: Doctoral candidates take courses to become familiar 
with college teaching. 

TLTC 798 University Teaching & Learning (1 credit) 
EDSP888A Apprenticeship in Special Education (1 credit) Register for 888A 
credits when completing supervised college teaching. During this experience 
doctoral students will first learn about teaching at UMD through the TLTC course and 
serve as the teaching assistant for a class, working either with their advisor or a 
member of the EDSP graduate faculty. While experiences will vary depending on the 
course, typical responsibilities include weekly meetings with the instructor of record, 
preparing course materials, holding office hours, teaching 2-3 full sessions, grading 
assignments. Doctoral students will be observed during their instruction twice per 
semester with opportunities for formative feedback. Based on the results of the first 
supervised teaching experience, the funding requirements of your position, and both 
program and student needs, students will progress to one of three options: 

▪ Option 1: Participate in an additional supervised college teaching 

experience for 1 elective credit of 888A.  

 

▪ Option 2: Serve as a Graduate teaching assistant for the same or another 

course (depending on program and student needs) with scaffolded support 

from the advisor or the instructor of record.  

 

▪ Option 3: Move directly into teaching as an instructor of record for the same 

or another course (depending on program need and availability). 

Depending upon department needs this may be as a sole lead instructor or 

co-teacher with another instructor of record. 

¶ EDSP898 Pre-Candidacy Research. Students will enroll in 3 898 credits with their 
advisor when working on research projects or activities specifically relating to the 
comprehensive portfolio (e.g., research papers, the synthesis paper). 
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Supervised Research or Policy Internship: Required experiential learning 
component for all full-time students, optional for part-time students. Ideally, students 
will complete an internship during the summer after their    first or second year. 
Internships are available with local research and policy organizations. Students 
should work with their     advisors and the to identify internship positions early in spring 
semester for summer positions.  

Requirements: 

¶ Internships are required for all full-time students, and we expect everyone to make their 

best attempt to complete this step in the program. Funding is available to support this 

effort.  

¶ Internships are not required for part-time students, but we encourage it, and funding is 

also available to them (see below for details) 

¶ If a student feels there is a legitimate need to waive this requirement, the student will 

need to write a letter of appeal, have it signed by their advisor, and voted on by the 

graduate committee. This should happen before the student expects to do their portfolio 

review. 

Funding:  

¶ We encourage students to apply for graduate school summer funding for internships but 

if that is not available, or students are not eligible, they can apply for back up EDSP 

funds. We can grant funds based on availability for an internship that lasts approximately 

6-8 weeks with at least 3 days per week of work (or equivalent of 60 hours minimum) 

during the summer. 

¶ If the internship is not available during the summer a student has the option to do an 

internship during a semester, but it should be the equivalent in terms of time as the 

summer internship experience listed above. In the case where an internship takes place 

during a semester students have the option of taking up to 3 independent study elective 

credits that are supervised by a faculty member but this is not required.  

Timing:  

¶ Internships can be completed during the studentsô program at any time, but we 

encourage students to schedule them during or after the studentôs first or second year. 

We expect the internship to be completed before the studentôs portfolio review. 

Completing the internship prior to the portfolio review gives experiences to the student 

that can inform future career goals as well as access to resources (e.g., data collection 

sites). Students can also further their learning about interventions, for example, that 

could inform their future work. 

Logistics: 

¶ Arranging an internship can happen in many ways. The student should work with their 

advisor and Dr. Jade Wexler as the main Internship point of contact to arrange the 

internship, the hours the student will engage in it, whether they are taking it for credit, or 

getting it funded during the summer. Advisors should start planning for the internship at 

least a full semester before the experience. Many internship sites require at least one 

year of preparation and planning as well as a security background check prior to 
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Comprehensive Portfolio Review and used for general advising. 
 

The following steps should guide the advising process: 
 

  Plan Coursework (use Table 1): Develop an initial list of courses and 
experiences based on the studentôs interests and goals for the doctoral program. This 
form will be updated and attached to the Annual Review. There are two examples of 
sequences that students may use to plan their doctoral coursework over a four-year 
period (See Table 2A and 2B). 

 

  Complete CITI Training - Human Subjects Review. All research that involves 
the use of human subjects requires review and approval by the Institutional Review 
Board (IRB) prior to the initiation of the research. CITI Training is required for all 
researchers as a condition of IRB approval and should be completed as early as 
possible https://research.umd.edu/resources/research-compliance/institutional-review-
board-irb/irb-training 

 

  Complete Internship. 
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determine progress to degree. Student progress is assessed at the following points or 
milestones in the program that is also depicted in 
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o Service or leadership experience or Internship: Examples include: 
Membership and service to a professional organization; service to a 
departmental, college, or campus committee; service in a community 
organization; evaluation from internship experience; and professional 
development activity for organization or school system 
ǐ Ǐ Date 
ǐ Title and Description 

 

Recommended Steps for Graduate Student to Compile and Submit Portfolio 
     Student meets with advisor to finalize optional items to include in Comprehensive Portfolio. 
Student and advisor also determine timelines for finalizing required items (Table 6) 
 
     Once all of the materials for the portfolio are finalized, the student and advisor will discuss 
the members of the portfolio committee. The committee is comprised of the advisor and two 
other faculty members whose research interests align with the studentôs. In general, 
committee members should be faculty from the EDSP program or a program within UMD. 
Occasionally, a student may be working with a researcher from outside the university. In 
cases such as these the student must notify their advisor and alert the DGS two months prior 
to the exam date so that the external member can be nominated and approved to sit on the 
committee.  

 

     Student assembles documents to include in Portfolio electronically and shares them with 
committee members at least two business weeks prior to the defense.  

 

     Student schedules Oral Exam for Comprehensive Portfolio Review  
 

     Advisor signs off on the Checklist for the Portfolio Items and submits rubrics from each 

faculty member.(see Table 7 for evaluation criteria) 

   Student makes (and Advisor oversees) changes to portfolio items, as needed, after the Oral 
Exam 

 

     Student submits Comprehensive Portfolio electronically to the Director of Graduate 
Studies in Special Education (Dr. Gulnoza Yakubova) 

 
Review and Evaluation Process for the Comprehensive Portfolio Review  

Committee members have two weeks to complete a review of written materials 
including: the studentôs CV, synthesis papers, and variable items to determine if each 
meets the requirements of Satisfactory (based on a minimum of two faculty judging the 
items Satisfactory), or Revise and Resubmit (based on two faculty membersô reviews).  
Student and Advisor are notified if an item needs revisions and are given ONE 
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chosen to specialize. 
 

Special Education Program Dissertation Requirements: The Special Education 
program has adopted a three-paper model for the dissertation. One paper should be 
focused on a synthesis of the literature, with two additional papers that both derive from 
empirical research or include one policy paper or practitioner paper that connects in 
some way to the empirical paper. The three papers should be connected to an 
overarching theme for the dissertation, and together the three papers should make a 
coherent contribution to an important area of special education or related fields. 
More information on the format of the dissertation is provided later in this handbook. 
Students should begin considering their dissertation as soon as they begin their           
doctoral studies in close consultation with their advisor. As per UMD graduate school 
regulations, a dissertation must be completed and defended in no less than six months 
and no more than four years from advancement to candidacy. 

 

Graduate School Requirements. A dissertation is required for all doctoral 
students, and it is up to the student, Advisor, and Dissertation Committee to determine 
appropriate content, methods, and writing quality. The student should plan to utilize the 
UM Graduate School writing resources for graduate students to support their work. 

 

Research Assurances. Doctoral Students must obtain several levels of approval 
before conducting their research. First, approval to conduct their research must be 
granted by both the dissertation committee and advisor. After that, the UMD Institutional 
Review Board must approve the use of any human subjects or their data in the project. 
Third, if the student is planning to work in schools or other organizations, approval 
letters or documentation from the school or districtsô own IRB must be obtained. For 
additional guidance and tutorials: https://research.umd.edu/irb 

 

Dissertation Proposal. The doctoral candidate must defend his or her proposed 
dissertation research plans. The dissertation is described beginning on page 17, see the 
evaluation criteria for the proposal in Table 8: EDSP Rubric for Dissertation Proposal 

 
For the dissertation proposal committee: The doctoral candidate and his or her 
advisor should strive to identify and invite as many of the five dissertation committee 
members to the proposal meeting. However, EDSP faculty agrees with the Graduate 
School that the dissertation proposal meeting may be held with three members present 
(as long as one is the candidateôs advisor). It is also possible that the proposal 
committee members could change by the time the oral defense is scheduled. 

 

Once the Examining Committee approves the proposal, the student must apply and 
receive approval by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) prior to the initiation of the 
research (https://www.irbnet.org). The application can be found online. The student 
completes the application, the advisor reads and approves the application, the EDSP 
IRB liaison reads the application, provides feedback and suggestions for changes to the 
application. Once those changes are made, the EDSP IRB liaison signs off on the 
application, and the student submits the application to the University IRB. The 
University IRB may have additional suggestions/changes the student must make to the 
application. Research cannot begin until the student (and the advisor) receives approval 
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from the IRB. Students should allow four weeks to secure approval from the IRB Office. 
 

Eligibility. Eligibility to defend a dissertation occurs when the student, (a) has 
been advanced to candidacy for at least 6 months, (b) has met all program 
requirements for a dissertation examination, (c) is in good standing as a graduate 
student at the University, (d) has registered for at least one credit of EDSP 899, (e) has 
a valid Graduate School-approved Dissertation Examining Committee. 

 
Continuous Registration. A doctoral candidate must register for six dissertation 

credit hours every semester, excluding summer and winter sessions, until the degree is 
awarded. A minimum of 12 semester hours of dissertation credits must be completed 

https://academiccatalog.umd.edu/graduate/policies/doctoral-degrees-policies/
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mailto:cscott18@umd.edu




http://www.gradschool.umd.edu/forms


mailto:cscott18@umd.edu
http://registrar.umd.edu/resreclass.html


http://www.gradschool.umd.edu/sites/gradschool.umd.edu/files/uploads/thesis_and_dis
http://www.gradschool.umd.edu/policies
http://www.gradschool.umd.edu/admissions
http://www.gradschool.umd.edu/forms
http://www.southernmanagement.com/communities/graduate-hills/
http://www.southernmanagement.com/
http://www.gradschool.umd.edu/course-related-policies
http://www.counseling.umd.edu/
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Table 1: Doctoral Course List 
 

Total Credits: All coursework post Masters 60 Date Taken ï 
Grade 

EDSP Required Courses: 15  

EDSP 860 Doctoral Research Seminar 

 
EDSP 875 Policy Issues Affecting Individuals with 
Disabilities 

EDSP 850 Intervention Research in Language and Literacy 
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Intermediate Quantitative or Qualitative Methods 
Course (choose one):  
ǒ CHSE 675 Meta-Analysis  
ǒ EDMS 655 Introduction to Multilevel Modeling 

ǒ EDMS 657 Exploratory Latent and Composite 

Variable Methods 

ǒ EDMS 722 Structural Modeling 

ǒ EDMS 724 Modern Measurement Theory 

ǒ TLPL 790 Mixed Methods 

ǒ TLPL 792 Qualitative Research II: Analysis and 

Interpretation of Data 

ǒ Other [Determine with Advisor] 
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Table 2A: EDSP Sample Course Sequence A 60 credits 
Year 1 = 18 credits 

Fall Credits Spring credits 

EDSP 875 Legal and Policy Foundations 
for Individuals with Disabilities 

3 EDSP 850 Intervention Research in Language 
and Literacy 

3 

EDMS 645 Quantitative Research Methods 
I 

3 EDSP 870 Single Case Research Designs in 
Education 

3 

EDSP 860 Apprenticeship in Special 
Education: Doctoral Research 
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Table 3: Advising Highlights by Year 
Admit Student-Advisor Responsibilities 

ǒ Review Requirements in the Special Education Program Doctoral Handbook 
ǒ Develop Tentative Schedule of Courses 

ǒ Review College of Education Office of Student Services Website for Required 
Forms, Dates 

ǒ Sign up for CITI Training: Human Subjects Research Training-IRB 
 
*Clearance to Register: After advising, student and/or advisor emails Carol Scott 
cscott18@umd.edu for clearance to register; this is required each semester 

Annual 
Review 
Year 2 

ǒ Student and Advisor Complete Annual Review Form Table 4 and Submit to 
Director of Graduate Studies in Special Education 

ǒ Student and Advisor meet to update any changes to Course Schedule, plan 
for Portfolio Requirements 

ǒ Check Important Dates for Graduate Students, COE Student Services 

Portfolio 
Year 3 

Advancement to Candidacy: Comprehensive Portfolio Review 

ǒ Student and Advisor Meet to Finalize Requirements for Comprehensive 
Portfolio (EDSP 889) 

ǒ Student Receives Advisor approval to forward Portfolio 

mailto:cscott18@umd.edu
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Table 4: Annual Review for Doctoral Candidate and Advisor 
 
Download and complete this information (save the document with your last name, the 
words “annual review” and the date as the title), then send it to your advisor by April 
30. The advisor will forward the document with his or her own evaluation to the Director 
of Graduate Studies in Special Education by May 15. 

 

Annual Review – Years 1 and 2 (Early Assessments) – 
Research and Scholarship: 

Please list and briefly describe the research and scholarship activities in which you have 

participated during the past year. Also, please attach your CV highlighting the publications, 

presentations, and workshops that you have completed or have 
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Leadership and Professional Knowledge 

Please list and describe leadership or professional activities in which you participated during the 

past year. These might include teaching or internship experiences or service opportunities (e.g., 

conducting professional development at a school). 

 
Self-Assessment 

Please indicate whether you think you have made satisfactory or unsatisfactory progress in each 

of the three areas above. For areas that you note as unsatisfactory, please develop an action plan 

for how you will develop in that area over the next year. 

 
Annual Review – Years 3 and 4 (Later Assessments) 

Research and Scholarship: 

Please list and briefly describe the research and scholarship activities in which you have 

participated during the past year. Also, please attach your CV highlighting the publications, 

presentations, and workshops that you have completed or have had in progress during the past 

year. 

 

Please describe your progress on the empirical studies in your dissertation. Have you completed 

your proposal? Have you begun collecting data? Have you begun analyzing data? Have you 

begun writing your first empirical?  Have you begun writing your second empirical paper? 

 
Disciplinary Knowledge 

Please describe your progress the synthesis in your dissertation. Have you updated your 

synthesis since you advanced to candidacy? Have you responded to faculty feedback from your 

comprehensive portfolio review committee? 

 

Leadership and Professional Knowledge 

Please list and describe leadership or professional activities in which you participated during the 

past year. These might include teaching or internship experiences or service opportunities (e.g., 

conducting professional development at a school). 

 
Self-Assessment 

Please indicate whether you think you have made satisfactory or unsatisfactory progress in each 

of the three areas above. For areas that you note as unsatisfactory, please develop an action plan 

for how you will develop in that area over the next year. 
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Annual Review Criteria for Advisors 
 

Based on your advisee’s annual self-evaluation, please rate your student as showing 

satisfactory or unsatisfactory progress to degree in each of the graduate outcomes 

assessment domains. Also, please explain your rating. For any rating of unsatisfactory, 

please note recommendations for the future. 

 

Graduate Outcomes 
Assessment Domain 

Rating (Satisfactory or 
Unsatisfactory) 

Explanation 

Research and Scholarship   

Disciplinary Knowledge   

Leadership and 
Professional Knowledge 
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Category Learning Outcome Class or 
Experience for 
Assessment 

 Stage of Graduate 
Career and 
Assessments 
Early, Mid, Late, Post 

 Progress to Degree for Students 

Leadership & 
Professional 
Knowledge 

Translate research to 
practice and demonstrate 
use of evidence-based 
practices 

TLTC 798 University 
Teaching and 
Learning
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o First or co-authored conference presentation or poster presentation. For 
poster presentations, a short abstract of the poster should be provided 
ǐ Ǐ Date Submitted 
ǐ Title: 

o Grant proposal including grant proposal for a research project; proposal to 
obtain support for oneôs dissertation work; proposal for personnel 
preparation grants; proposal for research. Rules for co-authorship are as 
above for papers or chapters (or faculty member attests to the components 
completed by the student). The studentôs advisor determines the 
appropriateness of the granting agency. 
ǐ Ǐ In Preparation (include due date for proposal) 
ǐ Ǐ Date Submitted 
ǐ Title: 

o 
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Date: 

Table 7: EDSP Rubric for Comprehensive Portfolio Review 
(Written and Oral Presentation) 

Candidate Name: 
Name of the Examining Committee Members: 

 
Criterion Exceeds Meets Does not 

Meet 

Criteria used to judge the synthesis paper 
(written) include: 

   

Has the student clearly described the process for the 
literature search included in the synthesis? 

   

Has the student critically synthesized the body of 
literature that supports the research problem or void in 
the extant literature? 

   

Has the student clearly described the purpose of the 
synthesis for the reader and linked that purpose/need 
to gaps in the literature? 

   

Has the student reviewed the appropriate literature 
and research in enough detail so that the reader can 
understand what is known about the topic and what 
gaps/limitations are apparent in the research? 

   

Has the student developed and clearly stated a 
research question as a result of the synthesis 

   

Has the student prepared a manuscript of publishable 
quality that follows the guidelines for a specific journal 
in the field? 

   

the requirements for clarity of expression, quality of 
work and methodology, and originality are at the level 
of the journal 

   

 
Overall Assessment: Overall performance of the candidate based is on the evidence 
provided above. 

 

   Satisfactory (Student has addressed the criteria satisfactorily, comments 
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¶ After the internship is complete the student will write a paper, which will be reviewed by their 

advisor. Students will also prepare a brief presentation about their experiences to share at an 

EDSP grad student symposium (or equivalent). 
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University of Maryland 

Statement of Mutual Expectations for Graduate Teaching Assistants (GTAs) 

 

This GTA checklist is intended to improve communication between instructors and GTAs concerning roles, 

responsibilities, and expectations. Please review this checklist with each GTA at the beginning of each 

semester and

http://www.sis.umd.edu/ferpa
http://www.ugst.umd.edu/courserelatedpolicies.html
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o Coordinate recitation/discussion/laboratory with lectures, with instructor input 

o Arrange with instructor for date and time to hold office hours. If unable to hold office hours on 
the prearranged date and time, immediately notify instructor to arrange for alternate 
accommodations for the students 

o Assist with identifying underperforming students and communicate with instructors regarding 
these students 

o Hold extra help or review sessions for students, as appropriate 

o Provide corrective feedback to students in a positive 
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